Session Etiquette for Attendees

Review your schedule with your mentor. Be mindful of the schedule.

Arrive on time to the meeting venue and Scientific Sessions, per the schedule.

Pay attention to the details as you interact with the presenters.

Listen to the presenter and interact to understand the science being presented.

Take notes as you learn during Poster and Scientific Sessions and discussions.

Ask questions, as appropriate, to enhance your understanding of the topic.

Communicate with your group and mentor as you have a need.

Interact with toxicologists and scientists to deepen your understanding of the science and develop contacts.

Stay with your group. Inform your mentor of your whereabouts.

Cell phones and other electronic devices should be set on mute. Photography and electronic capture of Scientific Sessions by any method is prohibited. Photographing colleagues against the backdrop of scientific posters on display without the express consent of the presenter is prohibited.

Listening to music and/or loud talking during Scientific Sessions is not appropriate.

Wandering away from the group is discouraged.